Azure Defender For IoT
Proof of Concept
Gain visibility into your operational technology with our
Azure Defender For IoT Proof of Concept, and benefit
from Bridewell’s experience to unify SecOps with Azure
Sentinel SIEM.
Supporting a Successful PoC

What’s Included

Leveraging Bridewell’s experience in

Success Driven PoC

providing services to critical national

To align to your goals, we first understand your business and its drivers in order to agree

infrastructure, we help you gain rapid

success criteria

insight into your OT/ICS security posture.
By deploying Azure Defender For IoT,

Low-Risk Deployment

integrated into Azure Sentinel, you can

Using just a network SPAN port, gain instant visibility with the deployment of local OT sensors.

combine IT and OT into a single SOC for

Integration into an existing or test Azure Sentinel SIEM

unified visibility and increased efficiency.
Delivery Automation
Throughout the engagement, the solution

A successful PoC requires a solution that is designed to fit into your business and not just your

is managed with threat detection and

tools. Improving the UX or automating these adds real value to the deployment

response by our leading UK-based SOC.
Threat Detection
We assign a 9 to 5 team to manage the alerts and incidents within Azure Sentinel, informing the
client if anything critical is identified during the PoC

Solution Outcomes

About Bridewell

■

A no-impact deployment with instant visibility

Trusted globally by highly-regulated and complex

■

Increase discovery of your OT assets

organisations to deliver tailored cyber security, managed

■

Understand vulnerabilities in your OT assets

■

Map communications between OT tiers and assets

■

Integrate into a SOC for visibility of PLC and network threats

security, penetration testing and data privacy services,
providing protection against cyber attacks and driving
continuous transformation.
Bridewell are a PCI DSS QSA company with NCSC, CREST,
ASSURE, IASME Consortium, SOC2, Cyber Essentials Plus,
ISO27001, and ISO9001 accreditations. It’s award-winning
team of experts, comprised of highly trained and certified
consultants work closely to understand organisations

What Our Customers Are Saying

“Bridewell have been exceptional.
We have quickly moved from an
operation that is fighting noise with
the incumbent, to having actionable
incidents and increased visibility.”
Head of Cyber Security Operations
Manchester Airport Group

key challenges and ambitions, creating flexible
outcome-focussed solutions to strengthen cyber security
posture, ensuring business continuity by keeping them
protected and productive from the inside out.
In today’s ever-changing digital economy, the
importance placed upon critical infrastructure cannot be
underestimated, with clients in sectors including transport
and aviation, financial services, oil and gas, government
and communications. Bridewell can be trusted to deliver
solutions that keep critical services running and ultimately
deliver real business impact. Together.

Call the Bridewell team on 03303 110 940
or email hello@bridewell.com

+44 (0)3303 110 940
hello@bridewell.com
bridewell.com

